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Abstract 
New directives and increasing competition push automakers to get better performances (engine 
power increase), along with mass and size reduction (consumption). These evolutions lead to an 
increase of the thermal solicitations undergone by the automotive clutches whereas their weight 
must be decreased, as it is one of the main influent factors on CO2 emissions. Previous studies only 
focused on the air flow created by the clutches, but none of them have shown the impact of the 
clutch housing on the cooling of the clutch parts. In order to determine the influence of the clutch 
housing on the thermal behavior of automotive clutch systems, a numerical study has been per-
formed on a simplified model of a clutch system. A parametric variation has been performed on 
the clutch housing size in order to evaluate its impact on the flow and the thermal behavior of 
clutches. The results show that clutch housing has a significant impact on the air flow and the 
thermal behavior of clutches. Thermal tests on real clutches with and without clutch housing have 
confirmed these results. 
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1. Introduction 
Automotive clutches are rotating systems subject to high heat load. These heat loads are generated by the slip-
ping of a Cast Iron Disc, rotatable with the engine, and a facing disc, rotatable with the gearbox shaft. Both parts 
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are rotating at different speeds, depending on engine speed and engaged gear ratio. While engaging clutch, the 
parts slip on each other before being fully engaged, and heat is generated. These heat loads may be significant 
during traffic jam start-ups or hill starts. The cooling of the cast iron disc is directed mainly by the convection as 
it has been shown on previous study [1]. The heat is exchanged by convection with the air enclosed in the clutch 
housing.  

Previous studies on transmission clutches thermal behavior have not been focused on the impact of the clutch 
housing on convective heat transfer. H. Beitler [2] made an experimental study of clutches without clutch hous-
ing, which combined air flow rate and temperature measurements. He mainly used the assumption that air flow 
rates were directly proportional to heat transfer coefficients. S. Wittig et al. were the first, to the knowledge of 
the authors, to apply a CFD model on clutches [3]. They used simplified model with clutch housing and eva-
luated the impact of holes locations in the clutch system. J. Hauschild [4] performed a CFD study on a real 
clutch in its environment, and has shown that heat transfer is mainly related to air flow rate. 

In order to evaluate the impact of the clutch housing on the air flow rate and the convective heat transfer ex-
change, a CFD study is proposed. The clutch geometry has been abstracted to a simple model involving only the 
Cast Iron Disc and the Cover parts (Figure 1). In order to get quick results for a more in-depth study, only 2D 
model is considered. 

2. Numerical Procedure 
The first point was to determine which model is the most accurate for such rotating systems. Results obtained 
from a commercial CFD code have been compared with previous air flow measurements made on a rotor-stator 
confined system [5]. The results have shown that the model could give accurate results for rotating flows [6]. 

The clutch geometry has been abstracted to a simple model involving only the Cast Iron Disc and the Cover 
parts. In order to get quick results for a more in-depth study, only 2D-axisymmetric model is considered. In the 
rest of the study, the Cast Iron Disc will be referred as Disc. 

The Disc radius is Disc 120 mmR =  while the Cover inner radius is entrance 50 mmR = . The parts width are 
Disc 12 mme =  and Cover 4.5 mme =  for the Disc and the Cover, respectively. The axial distance between Disc 

and Cover is d = 4 mm. A clutch housing, centered with the Disc, is used. Varying parameters are radius 
HousingR  and axial length L of the clutch housing. The used values can be found in Table 1. 
Regarding the mesh, tetrahedral elements have been considered in the bulk flow, while boundary layers have 

been meshed with square elements. The objective is a y+  value below 4 in the boundary layers regions [7]. A 
mesh convergence has been performed to get results independent of the grid size. 
 

 
Figure 1. Numerical model simplifications.                                                     
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Table 1. Clutch housing size.                                 

Case L (mm) RHousing (mm) 

1 180 180 

2 240 240 

3 360 360 

4 540 540 

 
A single reference frame rotating at 1000 rpm is used to take into account the rotation of the simplified clutch. 

Thermal boundary conditions have been set at Disc 400 KT =  on the Disc, while the clutch housing and the 
Cover have been set at Housing Cover 300 KT T= = . 

3. Results 
3.1. Flow Rates 
Flow rates data are collected from the surface EntranceS  (Figure 1). Table 2 shows results obtained for the four 
selected cases. As it is 2D computation, the equivalent 3D volume of the clutch housing is computed such as: 

2
hV R Lπ= ⋅ ⋅                                      (1) 

The flow rates are plotted in Figure 2 as a function of the equivalent domain volume. It can be seen that the 
flow rate increases with the domain volume. For high values of domain volume, i.e., when the clutch housing 
size tends to an opened system, an asymptotic behavior can be noticed. It means that from a given clutch hous-
ing size, the latter does not have any impact on the flow rate inside the clutch system. 

This behavior can also be observed on the radial velocity profiles of the fluid between the Disc and the Cover. 
Figure 3 represents the air flow radial velocity at a radius 100 mmr = . For small clutch housing size, the radial 
boundary layers are separated. For a clutch housing size of 240 mm, the radial velocity profile at the center of 
the cavity increases from a value close to zero to a value of approximately 1.25 m∙s−1. As domain volume in-
creases, this velocity increases. For a clutch housing size of 360 mm, the two radial boundary layers have 
merged and their amplitude has grown. This phenomenon can be explained by the static pressure. A pressure 
difference is computed by Equation (2): 

2 1P P P∆ = −                                       (2) 

where 1P  is the static pressure at the entrance of the system and 2P  is the static pressure at the exit of the sys-
tem (Figure 1). This pressure difference evolution is plotted in Figure 2. It can be noticed that the pressure dif-
ference decreases with the domain volume and tends to zero. It can be explained by the fact that: 

The more the radial clutch housing size decreases, the more the flow is restricted at the exit of the clutch sys-
tem. Thus, an overpressure can be observed at the exit ( )2 1P P> . On the other hand, the more the axial clutch 
housing size decreases, the more the depression at the entrance of the system is large. Then, for small clutch size, 
the relative static pressure becomes, with atmP  the atmospheric pressure: 

rel
1 1 atm 0P P P= − <                                    (3) 
rel

2 2 atm 0P P P= − >                                    (4) 

and the pressure difference increases. For a clutch housing size that tends to infinity, this difference decrease un-
til  

1 2 atmP P P= =                                      (5) 

Then, the clutch housing size will impact the static pressure, creating depression and overpressure for small 
clutch housing size. The latter will restrict the fluid flow within the system and reduce the air flow rates.  

3.2. Heat Transfer 
The convective heat transfer is computed for the Disc face in front of the Cover DiscS  (Figure 1). The heat flux  
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Table 2. Flow rates data.                                    

Case V (m3) ṁ (L/s) 

1 0.018 1.29 

2 0.043 1.51 

3 0.15 3.00 

4 0.49 2.93 

 

 
Figure 2. Flow Rates, Static Pressure and Heat transfer.          

 

 
Figure 3. Radial velocity profile at r = 100 mm.                 

 
is computed by the Equation (6) and is plotted as a function of the local radius of the Disc in Figure 4. 

air airgrad Tq T
x

λ λ ∂
= − = −

∂



                                 (6) 

Looking at the local heat flux, three different parts can be seen for each case: 
• for 0 0.4 mmr< < : the heat flux is almost constant along this disc part.  
• for 0.4 0.6 mmr< < : the heat flux increases to its max value. This part corresponds to the entrance of the 

system. At this location, the air flow suction created by the rotation of the disc and the Cover is the highest, 
as the axial velocities increase slightly in this area. Radial velocities increase also as flow rate is preserved. 
This can be seen on Figure 5 where contour of 2D plane velocity magnitude r xV − , defined in Equation (7), 
is plotted for Case 1, where 180 mmL =  and Housing 180 mmR = . Furthermore, fresh air flow coming from 
the outside of the system get in the channel between the Disc and the Cover. 

( )2 2
r x r xV V V− = +                                    (7) 

• for 0.6 0.12 mmr< < : This part corresponds to a case of a co-rotating system, with the rotation of the Disc  
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Figure 4. Heat flux q (W/m2) on the Disc surface SDisc.          

 

 
Figure 5. Contours of velocity magnitude r xV −  (m/s).           

 
in front of the Cover, both at same speed. A decrease of the heat flux can be noticed. This behavior can be 
explained by the fact that air flow temperature inside this channel increases linearly with the radius coordi-
nate (Figure 6). The air temperatures tend to an equilibrium, where the temperatures from the Disc to the 
Cover decreases linearly. Then, heat flux will tend to a value such as: 

Disc Cover
air air

T TTq
x d

λ λ
−∂

= ≅
∂

                              (8) 

In this case, 2 655 W/mq ≈ . Furthermore, the heat flux decrease is higher with small clutch housing size. The 
slope of this decrease is related to the air flow rate between the Disc and the Cover. The higher the flow rate, the 
slower the heat flux decrease, as fresh air is renewable quickly with high flow rates.  

Then, as the temperature between the Disc and the Cover has a great impact on thermal behavior, the convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient is computed with the midline temperature midT  as shown in Equation (9). 

Disc mid

qh
T T

=
−

                                    (9) 

The global heat transfer coefficient is then computed by Equation (10) and is plotted in Figure 2. 

1 d
S

h h S
S

= ⋅∫                                      (10) 

where DiscS  is the equivalent surface of the Disc face in front of the Cover. 
Then, as seen previously with the heat flux, the heat transfer coefficient increase with the clutch housing size. 

An asymptotic behavior can be noticed when clutch housing is above a size of 360 mm. This asymptotic beha-
vior is in accordance with the air flow rate. 
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Figure 6. Temperature between the disc and the cover.            

4. Validation 
In order to validate this study, thermal test bench has been performed on clutches with and without clutch hous-
ing. Clutch is heated by slippage on test bench, where slip speed sΩ  between the Facing Disc and the Cast 
Iron Disc, together with the torque To , can be controlled. Input Power To sP = ∗Ω  can then be adjusted. A 
temperature inside the Cast Iron Disc is then measured with a type-K thermocouple with a 10 Hz frequency.  

Clutch is heated until a stabilized temperature is reached. Then clutch is fully engaged and a constant rotating 
speed is used on both parts (no slip). Clutch is cooled to the ambient temperature. This procedure is used at dif-
ferent rotating speeds.  

Considering the Cast Iron Disc is such that its temperature is uniform during the cooling process, the temper-
ature during this phase can be written such as: 

( )Disc amb
d
dp
TM C h S T T
t

⋅ ⋅ = ⋅ −                             (11) 

The latter Equation (11) can be written in a discretized form such as: 

( )1
comp. comp. amb comp.
i i i i

p

h ST t T T T
M C

+
 ⋅

= ∆ − +  ⋅ 
                        (12) 

Then, in order to determine a global convective coefficient of the clutch Cast Iron Disc, the convective coeffi-
cient h of the previous Equation (12) must be found. Knowing the mass M, the specific heat of the material pC  
and the surface of the Cast Iron Disc DiscS , the convective coefficient h can be determined, varying its value on 
a predefined estimated range (denoted n). The retained value is obtained by minimizing the quadratic error de-
fined by Equation (13): 

( )2
meas. comp.Err n T T= −∑                               (13) 

where meas.T  is the measured temperature of the cooling on test bench, and comp.T  is the computed temperature 
obtained with Equation (12). The results obtained with this convective coefficient estimation procedure are plot-
ted on Figure 7. As expected, clutch convective coefficient with clutch housing is lower than without clutch 
housing. 

5. Conclusions 
In this study, clutch housing impact on the clutch parts cooling was evaluated. First, it has been shown that the 
clutch housing has a significant impact on the flow rates between the Cover and the Disc. This phenomenon is 
explained by the static pressure in the system. Looking at the thermal behavior of the system, three different heat 
transfer profiles appear on the Cast Iron Disc: 
• Constant heat flux at small radius. 
• Heat flux peak at the system entrance, due to air suction. As clutch housing size increases, flow rates increase 

and heat transfer is improved. 
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Figure 7. Experimental convective coefficients.           

 
• Heat flux linear decreases between the Disc and the Cover, due to air temperature increase. The heat flux de-

creasing is smaller with high air flow rates. 
The sum of these results is a global heat transfer increase with clutch housing size. Heat transfer is related to 

air flow rate. An asymptotic behavior has been noticed when clutch housing is large enough, and pressure diffe-
rential tends to zero. 

This study has shown that the clutch housing has a significant impact on clutches heat transfer. The results 
have been validated by thermal tests on real clutch with and without clutch housing. Then, next step is the eval-
uation of the impact of holes in the clutch housing. For such study, 3D CFD will be necessary in order to get the 
impact, for example, of holes location and size. 
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Nomenclature 

DiscR : disc radius (m); 
EntranceR : entrance radius (m); 
HousingR : clutch housing radius (m); 

Disce : disc width (m); 
Covere : Cover width (m); 

d : distance between Disc and Cover (m); 
L : clutch housing axial length (m); 

DiscS : Equivalent surface of the Disc face (m2); 
EntranceS : Surface at the Entrance (m2); 

V : equivalent volume of the clutch housing (m3); 
x : axial coordinates (m); 
r : radial coordinates (m); 

xV : axial fluid velocity (m/s); 
rV : radial fluid velocity (m/s); 
r xV − : 2D plane velocity magnitude (m); 
DiscT : Disc surface temperature (K); 
CoverT : Cover surface temperature (K); 
HousingT : Clutch housing surface temperature (K); 
midT : midline temperature (K); 
ambT : Ambient measured temperature (K); 
meas.T : Cast Iron Disc measured temperature (K); 
comp.T : computed temperature (K); 

m : volume flow rate (m3/s); 
h : heat transfer coefficient (Wm2/K/); 
q : heat flux (W/m2); 
P : Static pressure (Pa); 

airλ : air thermal conductivity (W/m/K); 
To : Torque (N.m); 

sΩ : rotating speed (rpm); 
pC : specific heat (J/kg/K); 

M : mass (kg). 
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